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World ICT Industry Trend
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Regardless of the global economic crisis, the global
I CT m a r ket i s s te a dil y ex p a n din g , a n d th e I CT
market paradigm is also shifting anew. As means of
communication change from wired to weirless, the
Internet environment also witnessed a drastic change
into the prevalence of the mobile Internet, which has
come deep into our daily living. This has brought great
changes in the ICT environment that we can’t live our
daily lives without mobile communication.
According to the Gartner, the world’s ICT market has
grown to USD 3.654 trillion and is expected to reach
USD 3.771 trillion in 2014, a slight increase by 3.2% from
the previous year.
Growing smart phone and tablet PC markets would
lead to a steady and strong hardware market, and
th e S/ W an d I T s er vic e markets wo uld st age a
recover y. Par ticularly the rapid grow th of mobile
telecommunications is expected to grow the
telecommunications service market in relatively large
scale.
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The World’s ICT Market Share by Sector (2013)
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In 2013, the telecommunications service sector, which
held around 45% of the total ICT market share, was
depressed along with the device sector. This might be
caused by saturated mobile devices supply, reduced voice
communications demand in China, communications expenses
cut in Europe, and so on.
In other words, the hardware market shrank a bit as the PC
market and the smart phone market all radically slowed down
in rising uncertainty in the global market.
The software market recorded the highest growth rate, with
USD 299 billion, 4.9% up from the previous year. This was
thanks to increased investment in the big data analysis
and application industry to attain efficient marketing. The
communications service market showed a small recovery
by the help of the expanded mobile data communications
market.

World’s ICT Market Growth Rate by Sector
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From the year 2014 and on, it is expected that the global ICT market will expand thanks largely to such advanced technologies as
the Internet of Things, big data, cloud computing, 3D printers, wearable devices, and other newly emerging technologies.
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Korea’s Competitiveness in the ICT Industry
The Korean ICT industry has been rapidly strengthening its competitiveness and expanding its share in the world market since the
2000s.
Korea has long been ranked top in major international ICT-related indexes such as the high-speed mobile Internet distribution
rate, the information and communications development index by ITU, and the e-government readiness index by UN. Thanks to this
infrastructure, everyone can easily access high-speed wireless Internet and Wi-Fi network at anywhere around the nation.
Korea’s ranking in ICT Industry-related International Indexes
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As Korea’s competitiveness in the ICT manufacturing sector is getting bigger year by year, particularly semiconductors, flat
panel displays (FPDs), digital TV, and smart phones have global competitiveness based on cost reduction and continued
technology development. In the semiconductor market in particular, Korea beat Japan in 2013 and became the world’s
second-largest market share owner following the US.
Comparing technological level among Korea, China, and Japan tells that as China is drastically tightening its chase after
Korea, Korea needs more effort in developing a new growth engine.

ICT Technology of Korea, China, and Japan in Comparison
2011

2013
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Competitiveness of Seoul’s ICT Industry
Center of Asian ICT Business

Abundant High Quality Human Resources Suitable
for ICT and other Knowledge-Based Industries
Seoul’s area is not more than 0.6% of the nation’s whole area, but
it is home to 43% of ICT businesses in Korea and 31.4% of the
nation’s total employees. This tells that Seoul has an abundance
of highly educated human resources and thus is suitable for
knowledge-based industries, which attracts a lot of attentions and
investments from foreigners.

43%

Of ICT employees
in Korea

31.4%

(10,111companies)

( 290,708 persons)

Of ICT Production
in Korea

Of venture businesses
in Korea

20.2% 22.1%

( 857,487 trillionwon)

Source: “2013 ICT Survey” by KAIT (Dec 2013) / Venturein Statistical System (Jul 2014)
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Of ICT companies
in Korea
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Seoul, the center of ICT business in Asia as well as the
capital city of Korea, is rapidly emerging as a hub of creative
knowledge industries. With its high efficiency in financing and
physical distribution together with the high competitiveness
in the advanced ICT industry and the knowledge-intensive
industry, Seoul plays a role of the hub of Asian business.
While SNS is expected to lead the Internet industry in the
future, Korea’s Naver Line is creating a great sensation in
East Asia and the Third World.

Expanded ICT Industry Cluster Development
Seoul is growing businesses by creating various ecological systems for them through the Seoul Digital Complex (prev. Guro
Industrial Complex), which is Korea’s first industrial complex having 50th anniversary in 2014 and largest representative ICT
cluster, the Seongsu IT Industry Development & Promotion District, and other agencies.
Seoul is the largest cluster of industries around the metropolitan area and is being organized into a cradle of new businesses
where young men can start up businesses only with their creative ideas and innovative minds. Seoul will be recreated into a
cradle of new businesses like the Silicon Valley in the US or a cluster of hidden champions like Adlershof in Germany.
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ICT Convergence Business Startup is Booming
Seoul is specialized in the advanced ICT industry and witnesses booming ICT convergence business startups. These businesses
includes intelligent robots, S/W, digital content, digital games, u-health, R&D centers, and many other fields.

ICT Convergence Businesses in Seoul

Smart SW
Korea Software Industry Association, Hancom, Ahn Lab,
Samsung SDS, LG C&S, SKT, KT, Hyundai IT, M Frontier,
Handy Soft, M2Soft
Textile-IT Convergence
Abes Korea, Kolon, Glotech, LEDpac,
Clovirtual Fashion

Vehicle-IT Convergence
Tinkware, Exroad, Mediagen,
Obigo, B&D, PLK, Movie Tech

ICT Convergence
Businesses
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Digital Content
KOCCA, Seoul Animation Center,
DPS, Roy Visual, Bookmento, District Holdings
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Smart Robot
Korea Robot Industry Association,
Eugene Robot, Robostar, Mommy Robot,
KUKA Robotics Korea
Digital Game
Korea Game Industry Association,
Sunday Toz, NC Soft, NeoWiz, Nexon, NHN

U-Health
Korea U-Health Association, BIT Computer, Inseong Info,
Life Semantics, Biospace, Easycaretech, Healthmax

Overview and Outlook of the Korean ICT Industry

Volumes and Expectations of the Production of the Korean ICT Industry
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Source: “Creating a Healthy Ecosystem for the Electronic Industry.” The Ministry of Industry, Trade, and Resource. March 2013

In 2013 Korea’s ICT export broke a record with USD 169.4 billion, 9.1% up from the previous year, and the ICT trade balance also
marked an all-time high of USD 88.6 billion in the black.
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Korea’s ICT Exports by Item
2011
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Source: kita.net (KITA)

The reason why Korea’s ICT export increases notwithstanding the global economic depression, is that the main force of export
including smart phones, tablet PCs, semiconductors, and DTVs secured a perfect value chain and high competitiveness.
Moreover, Korea’s ICT industry production is expected to grow at an annual average of 4.15% between 2013 and 2018 thanks to
global economic recovery and the increased distribution of smart phones in emerging markets.
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Promising ICT Industries
Seoul has a well-arranged industrial infrastructure and high quality human resources, and thus has a growing number of
opportunities for creating new businesses in the ICT industry where technological innovations are made rapidly. Particularly, an
increasing number of global ICT businesses are establishing R&D centers, branches, or joint ventures in Seoul, dreaming a “Korean
dream” in the Korean market. Many of them are enforcing business aiming at the Korean market by entering various sectors
such as S/W, semiconductor design, and communication devices. Target marketing is also actively made to preoccupy promising
markets as well as existing ones.
The reason why the ICT industry around the world pays its attention to the Korean market is that Korea is an ICT power as well as
a large end market. In other words, this market consists of more diversified manufacturing industries than other countries’, including
the smart phone, TV, and automobile industries. Accordingly, more and newer opportunities and demands are expected, which
thus catches attention from global ICT businesses.

Promising ICT Sectors
Main force industry
Future industry
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Fundamental industry
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Semiconductor, display, 5G mobile communications, and optical transmission systems and terminals
Next generation devices, u-health, digital content, and 3D printer
SW, IoT (Internet of Things), ITS (Intelligent Transportation System), cloud computing, disaster & safety
management, and big data analysis

Semiconductor
In the semiconductor sector, intelligent semiconductor and semiconductor design have bright prospects. Foreign businesses
including Qualcomm, Intel, Mediatech, Synopsis, and Fairchild Korea have entered the market and are actively operating.

Display
In the display market, many OLED venture enterprises as well as existing ones such as Samsung and LG are actively operating.

5G & Optical Transmission System
In the 5G and optical transmission system market, which is a promising communications market of the next generation, large
companies and ventures are actively promoting businesses with the help of governmental supports. Because the 5G mobile
communications system will be implemented firstly in Seoul, foreign businesses are trying to utilize Seoul as a test bed for the
market.

Item

Korean and Foreign Companies in th ICT Market

Semiconductor

Samsung Electronics, SK Hynix, Alpha Chips, Qualcomm, Intel, Mediatech, Synopsis

Display
5G mobile communications
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The main force ICT Sectors include semiconductor, display, 5G mobile communications, and optical transmission systems and terminals. As this
sector is led by such large companies as Samsung Electronics, LG Electronics, and SK Hynix in the global market, it would be easier to access
the sectors at which large companies are weak and for which the demand is increasing. Semiconductor design and equipment, and essential
components and materials are examples of these sectors. It is because the sectors in which Korean companies are less competitive may be a
chance of business success for foreign companies. That is, the larger the Korea’s production is, the more chances would be made for related
companies.

Overview of the
ICT Industry

Main Force ICT Sectors

Samsung, LG, Comtronix, Melpas, Iljin Display, Deoksan Himetal
Samsung, LG, SK, KT, Entels, Wave Elect, Ino Wiry

Optical transmission system and terminal Samsung, LG, PNTel, RFTech, e-litecom
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Future-style ICT Industry Sectors
The smart phone market is saturated nowadays and such items as wearable smart devices are emerging as next generation
products in the future-style ICT industry, forming a new market. Promising sectors in the industry include next generation devices,
u-health, next generation content, and 3D printers.

Next Generation Devices
Samsung, LG, and small venture enterprises are taking part in developing modules or components of the next generation
devices.

U-Health
As the government concentrates its efforts in developing the u-health sector as part of its creative economy strategy, numbers of
local and foreign enterprises are entering this sector, mainly based in Seoul where ICT is developed and quality human resources
are abundant. Foreign enterprises include Siemens and GE Healthcare.

Digital Content
Venture enterprises are actively operating in this sector by exploring arts and cultural industries and various business models.
The trend is developing a next generation multiplayer content based on ICT that expands experience and sensibility by arousing
human sense and perception. This can be provided to entertainment, culture, education, medical service, and many other areas.

3D Printer
3D printers are expected to become the world’s hit product as much as smartphones. Lots of enterprises are taking part in
this market and the government is focusing its effort to develop this sector. Participants include Carima, Instech, Corentec, and
Sindorico.

Item

Korean and Foreign Companies Participating in Promising ICT Sectors

Next generation devices Samsung, LG, Pntel, Brilliantz, KWorks, Idam Information and Communications
U -health
Digital content
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3D printers
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Siemens, GE Healthcare, Samsung, LG, Hubitz, Inseong Information, Life Semantics,
Biospace, Easycaretec, Healthmax, Infopia, CU Medical
DPS, Royvisual, Bookmento, District Holdings, Clovirtual Fashion
Carima, Instech, Open Creators, TPC, Protech, SMEC, Hivision System, Corentec,
Sindorico

The ICT fundamental industry includes various promising sectors such as SW, IoT (Internet of Things), ITS (Intelligent Transportation
System), and big data analysis. Korea has relatively evenly developed manufacturing industries, which attracts global ICT
businesses that seek new markets by merging with manufacturers in Korea. From smart phones and home appliances to
automobiles, there are a wide variety of industries in Korea that need ICT, which makes Seoul an attractive place for business to
foreign ICT companies. Moreover, Korean industries are in the rank of high technology trend makers, and thus Seoul is a good
test bed where the global leaders may prove performance of their latest products, not to mention of increasing their sales.

SW
In the software sector, Oracle, Microsoft, Google, IBM, Samsung, LG, Ahn Lab, and many other local/foreign enterprises have
entered and making great profits through active business operation.

Overview of the
ICT Industry

ICT Fundamental Industry Sectors

IoT was at first seen as a promising industry in the far future, but it has been gradually realized thanks to recent technological
advancement in wireless communications. Many local and foreign companies have entered this market and are forming an
active value chain. Main businesses include Cisco Korea, SKT, KT, and Hyundai BSNC.

ITS (Intelligent Transportation System)
ITS was introduced to facilitate traffic safety, traffic jam solution, and information exchange. Particularly the ITS in Seoul is famous in
the world, which creates incessant foreign visits and consulting requests for introducing into their countries.

Cloud Computing and Big Data Analysis

SEOUL METROPOLITAN GOVERNMENT

Internet of Things (IoT)

Korea has highly advanced its IT infrastructure and produces a huge amount of private data including SNS and public data from
e-government for example. This business model collects, processes, and analyzes these data, and provides them in a form
customized for a specific purpose. Global leaders including IBM, Oracle, and Google, and local enterprises including Samsung, LG,
and NHN are operating this business. Recently, venture companies are also actively launched in this business.

Item

Korean and Foreign Companies in Promising ICT Sector

SW

Oracle, Microsoft, Google, IBM, Samsung, LG, M Frontier, Handy Soft, East Soft, MDS
Tech, Ahn Lab, Igloo Security

IoT (Internet of Things)
ITS (Intelligent Transportation System)
Cloud Computing
Disaster Safety
Big Data Analysis

Cisco Korea, SKT, KT, Korea Plant Management, Q Sentech, Hyundai BSNC,
PLK, Media Gen, Obigo, BND, Movie Tech
NHN, SKC&C, SamsungSDS, Infraware, Feelink, IBM, Google
Sum Engineering, Hyundai Communications, Coreglim, Hidea Solutions, DM Enertech
Lia Comz, Samsung, LG, Hyndai Motors, IBM, Oracle, NHN, Google
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Foreign-invested Company Success Story
Cisco Systems, Inc.
Headquartered in San Jose, California, US, Cisco was founded in 1984 by Len Bosack and his wife Sandy Lerner, who were former
computer science researchers in Stanford University, and has shown steady growth and advancement. As a result, Cisco recorded total
sales of USD 48.6 billion in the fiscal year 2013 (August 2012 – July 2013) with 75,136 worldwide employees as of the first quarter of
the fiscal year 2014.

Cisco Korea Overview
•Company name : Cisco Systems Korea
•Established in September 1994
•CEO : Jeong Gyeongwon, President of Cisco Korea
•Number of employees : over 500 (as of Feb 2014)
•Key businesses : network system, collaboration, voice and video, security, data center, and mobile/wireless related solution and
service providing
•Feature : leading network based IT industry. providing proven end-to-end solutions. continuous technology development,
systematic organization, and stable technological support
•Partners : about 800 companies
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Under the motto of “Accelerate customer’s value with our own unique value the Internet of Everything (IoE),” Cisco Korea provides its
customers and partners with technical solution with innovative value and gives emphasis on cooperation with customers and partners.
In addition, while promoting various activities in cooperation with enterprises as well as the government for developing the local ICT
industry, Cisco takes part in breeding local venture businesses. To invest in local venture companies and support the innovation of the
ICT industry, Cisco has established “Sky Lake Global Incubest No 4” (SGI40), which would be operated by Sky Lake Incubest, and made
a KRW 40 billion investment in a fund worth about KRW 100 billion. In November 2011, Cisco and KT announced a Communication-ICT
Convergence Strategy to lead the global market and established a smart space business “Centios” (prev. kcss).
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Foreign-invested Company Success Story
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In Korea, two of Qualcomm’s subsidiaries, Qualcomm CDMA Technologies (QCT) and Qualcomm Korea, are being operated.
QCT is in charge of technical assistance and business activities with communication enterprises including Samsung, LG, KT, SKT,
and Pantech in Korea. To be more specific, it supplies MSM (Mobile Station Modem) chips, which are core parts of mobile phone
devices, to device manufacturers (such as Samsung Electronics, LG Electronics, Pantech, and SK Telecom), and provides engineering
supports for them.
Qualcomm Korea mainly deals with wireless communication business, PR, and hall rental business,
and operates an R&D center. It concentrates on the development of next-generationn mobile
solutions pivoting around mobile multimedia technologies by utilizing its Qualcomm Internet
Service Department, which is in charge of application development and services.
Qualcomm started its business in Korea in April 1994, when it launched CDMA technologyrelatedlicense business for Korean enterprises. At that time it used to be a small venture business but has grown to be one of the
world-best communication semiconductor enterprises, enjoying the Korean communication industry’s absolute effect on its growth.
Qualcomm has earned enormous revenue from technical license business in Korea, imposing 5% of loyalty on enterprises that use its
CDMA modem chips. As the CDMA technology was adopted as a standard only in Korea, so Qualcomm has become a strong player
in the mobile chipset market while Samsung Electronics and LG Electronics have made great strides in mobile phone business.
Sales revenue of Qualcomm in 2012 was USD 13.2 billion, ranking the 3rd following Intel, and Samsung Electronics. In particular, it
is the absolute world-top enterprise in the fabless category. Until now, no modem chip manufacturer has appeared that can rival
Qualcomm.
Do Jinmyung, Chief Vice President of Qualcomm Korea, mentioned in December 2013, “The Korean communication market takes
an important standing in the history of Qualcomm, and our operation of the R&D center also reflects the importance of the Korean
market.”

Overview of the
ICT Industry

Qualcomm Inc.

Qualcommm’s Sales and Rank in Industry
(Unit : 100 million USD)

24.7(20)

34.6(16)

2003

2005

56.2(13)

64.1(6)

72.0(9)

2007

2009

2010

102.0(6)

2011

131.8(3)
2012

173.4(3)

2013
Souce: iSuppli
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Foreign-invested Company Success Story
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft
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Fraunhofer, one of the largest 4 German research institutes (Fraunhofer, Maxplanck, Helmholtz, and Leibniz), was established in 1949
and is Germany’s representative funded research institute and Europe’s greatest application science and technology research institute
having 67 labs and 23,000 employees in Germany. Most of its employees are qualified natural scientist and engineers, and its annual
budget is about 1.9 billion euro as of 2012.
About a third of the annual budget is funded by the government, and the rest two thirds is filled with income from commissioned
researches it carried out with its partners in private and public sectors. Fraunhofer is promoting scientific cooperation in various areas in
Europe, the US, and Asia.
Launched in 2007, Fraunhofer Representative Office Korea (CEO: Kim Juwhan) supports business cooperations such as commissioned
research, joint research, and technology transfer depending license model, through collaboration between the 67 Fraunhofer institutes
and Korean partners.
In March 2014, the Fraunhofer research institute and the Korea Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute concluded
an MOU on convergence technology joint research in 7 sectors including the Internet of Things and 5G mobile communications
technology.
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ICT Support Policies of the National and Seoul Governments
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The Korean Government is promoting a creative economy policy to create new industries and jobs by combining science and
technology and ICT with individual industries in accordance with its “Creative Economy Implementation Plan,” published in 2013.
For this purpose, the government concentrates its efforts on “Creating a Growth Engine for New Industries/Markets through the
Convergence of Science, Technology, and ICT.” Accordingly, the government is fostering the SW content industry as a core industry,
is rapidly responding to new industry sectors including IoT and big data analysis, and is reforming regulations that impedes the
application of science, technology, and ICT. To pursuit convergence of science, technology, and ICT with other industries in full scale,
the government is driving the “Creative Vitamin Project.” This is to find out tasks that may vitalize and strengthen such industry sectors
as agriculture (A), culture (C), environment (E), food (F), government (G), infrastructure (I), and safety (S) and then merge them with ICT.
By building a business startup ecosystem with a virtuous circle (startup > growth > retrieval > retry), the government is making an
environment where small and medium venture businesses can be created continually. For this purpose, the government is concentrating
its effort on tasks for strengthening financial support for newly started businesses and SMEs, vitalizing the M&A of ventures and small
businesses, and growing global specialty businesses.
The Seoul Metropolitan Government ranking top in e-government and its bus information system’s winning the PT×2 Showcase Award
from UITP are all thanks to its efforts on building the ICT infrastructure. The government is chairing the WeGo (World e-Governments
Organization) that builds a cooperative system of e-governments among cities around the world.
The Seoul Government is promoting various projects for strengthening its quality ICT infrastructure, expanding public wireless Internet
(Wi-Fi) infrastructure, and building its own type of platform for big data sharing and application so that it can be reborn to a U-City.

Seoul Techno Park
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Inviting ICT Global Headquarters and R&D Centers

To attract global leaders’ headquarters and R&D centers, the government is to provide customized incentives including cash support
and rent exemption and is drastically improving the living environments for foreigners. And to secure foreign quality human resources, it
has extended the income tax reduction and exemption period for foreign engineers who work at foreign R&D centers in Korea.
Moreover, reviewing the current support for foreign investment sites, which was limited to factory site rent and thus hardly available for
R&D centers because they are mainly established in buildings rather than factories, the government has expanded the support for R&D
centers to building lease. To encourage them to participate in joint researches with local industry, academia, and laboratories and in
national projects, the government is providing supports in building a local network across R&D centers.

SEOUL METROPOLITAN GOVERNMENT
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ICT Industry

Currently, Korea has a number of foreign investment businesses running their own R&D centers. Microsoft, Motorola, IBM, 3M, Oracle,
Siemens, and other global leaders are all staging R&D operations for their own purpose and nature.
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Establishment of an ICT Industrial Infrastructure
The Seoul Government has established an infrastructure for startups and foreign invested companies, which consists of the
Seoul Digital Industrial Complex, the Magok Industrial Complex, the Seongsu IT General Center and Seongsu IT Industry
Promotion District, the Seoul Post-BI, the Digital Media City, the Seoul Game Contents Center, the Seoul Techno Park, the
Hongneung Venture Valley, and the Seoul Business Agency; and operates the Seoul Institute and other think tanks.

Base of ICT Industrial Infrastructure

DMC Cluster
(M&A, content, and IT cluster)

Magok Industrial Complex
(Advanced convergence technology R&D cluster)
G-valley
Cutting-edge ICT cluster

Magok Industrial Complex
Magok Industrial Complex was designated as an advanced convergence technology (ICT, BT, GT, and NT) R&D cluster and
an incubator for new technology-based industries. The priority is given to R&D of cutting-edge technologies. As of now, LG,
Daewoo Ship Building and Marine Engineering (DSME), Kolon, Access Bio, etc.
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DMC Business
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The DMC, or Digital Media City, was established in the redevelopment of Nanjido, which had been used as a landfill, and its
surroundings. DMC is expected to play a central role in gathering high-level technologies, human resources, and cultural
entertainment industries under the Korean Wave.

G-Valley
The previous Korea Industrial Complex has been greatly renovated into the Seoul Digital Industrial Complex, where research
institutes of large enterprises and venture businesses are located with high value added cutting-edge industries and information
and knowledge industries attracted. It is rapidly becoming an advanced urban industrial complex since the foundation of the
Venture Center.

ICT 산업 현황
SEOUL METROPOLITAN GOVERNMENT

Overview of the Digital Content Industry

Content Industry

The paradigm of socio-economic structure is transforming from the industrial/knowledge economy to the creative economy that
emphasizes the organic convergence of creativity, imagination, and science and technology. The content industry is emerging
to be a core industry that can create high added value in the creative economy in which creativity and imagination can be
implanted into ICT to cultivate new industrial markets.
With such creative economy as a new alternative for sustainable economic growth, advanced countries are actively and
preemptively investing into creative industries pivoting around the culture and content sectors. The UNCTAD categorizes the
creative industry into 13 businesses: movie, music, advertisement, gaming, broadcasting, performance, fashion, software, design,
publishing, arts, architecture, and handicraft. Advanced countries such as the USA, the UK, Japan, Germany, and France, which
have populations of over 50 million and per-capita income of over USD 30,000, are exerting vigorous efforts to foster such
related industries to achieve strong creative industries.

Korean Wave and Content Industry
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Thanks to the wide spreading Korean Wave, content export is soaring
from USD 2.33 billions in 2008 to USD 4.61 billions in 2012. The
spread of the Korean Wave is increasing the world’s interest in and
individual preference to Korean culture and raising the national image
of Korea and preference to Korean-made consumer goods, which
has positive effects on Korea’s export.
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Source: lookup frequency in Google Trend

Trend of the Global Content Industry

The volume of the Korean content market in 2012 was KRW 87 trillion and 271.6 billion, showing an increase by 5.2% from that of
2011. It is forecasted that the market volume will maintain a high growth by an annual average of 7.2%, and will reach about KRW
112.6 trillion in 2016.
The ratio of the added value of the content industry with regard to the GDP was 2.7% in 2011, showing an increase by 0.1%p from
the previous year, and its share in the national economy was constantly growing. Its share in the global market was 2.7%, ranking
the 3rd in Asia and the 7th in the world.
The World’s Share of the Entertainment &
Media Industries

Korea
2.8%

USA
30.4%

Rank

Others
37.0%

Japan
12.0%
Germany
5.9%

China
UK 7.0%
5.2%

Country

Market size

1

USA

489.9(30.4%)

2

Japan

191.6(11.7%)

3

China

115.3(7.0%)

4

Germany

97.4(5.9%)

5

UK

85.5(5.2%)

6

France

69.7(4.3%)

7

Korea

45.1(2.8%)

8

Italy

42.6(2.6%)

9

Brazil

42.5(2.6%)

10

Canada

41.5(2.5%)
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Trend of the Korean Content Industry

Overview of the
Digital Content Industry

The volume of the global content market in 2013 is USD 1 trillion and 733.2 billion, and is maintaining a high-growth trend owing to
the diffusion of smart media. It is forecasted that the market volume will grow by an annual average of 5.6%, and will reach USD 2
trillion and 46.4 billion in 2016.
Despite decrease in the global trade caused by the 2008 global financial crisis, the export value of content goods and services
have grown by an annual average of 14%. A noticeable characteristic is that the growth rate of the content industry in many regions
including Europe, the Americas, and Asia has been higher than their economic growth rates.
For instance, the content industry of the UK grew by 1.3% in 2011, whereas its economic growth rate was 0.8%, falling short of
even the unit’s digit. For another example, the content industry of China showed a growth of 14%, which was far higher even than
its significant economic growth rate of 9.3%.

Source: “Global Entertainment and Media Outlook 2013–2017.” PWC (2013)

Despite the depressed global economy, the Korean content industry has been showing a growing trend in terms of sales revenue,
export volume, and employment. Its sales revenue in 2012 was KRW 87 trillion, having increased at an annual average growth
of 8.2%, and its export volume was USD 4.6 billion in 2012, showing an annual average growth of 18.5%, and its number of
employment was 611,000 in 2012, having grown by an annual average of 8.2%.
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Market Size by Sector
The biggest sector of the Korean content industry is the publishing industry, which shows sales revenue of KRW 21 trillion and 97.3
billion accounting for 24.2% of the sales revenue of the entire content industry, followed by KRW 14 trillion and 182.5 billion of the
broadcasting industry (16.3%), KRW 12 trillion and 483.8 billion of the advertising industry (14.3%), and KRW 9 trillion and 752.5
billion of the gaming industry (11.2%).

Sales Revenue of the Korean Content Industry by Sector
21,097,287
14,182,479
12,483,803

9,752,538
4,404,818

3,994,925
758,525

publication

Cartoon

9,529,478

7,517,639

3,029,140

521,005

Music

Game

Movie

Animation

Broadcast Advertisement

Character
product

Knowledge
information

Content
solution

Source: “2013 Statistics Survey on the Content Industry.” The Ministry of Culture, Sports, and Tourism. 2013

Foreign Investment in the Content Industry

83 83

2011

2012

2013

496,826

74

834,700

Of the seven industries, recently the game industry (game software development) has recorded the largest number and amount of
investments with 145 investment cases (60.4%) and USD 1.06 billion (70.3%). The last three years’ investment trend (2011–2013)
shows a steady increase of 16.3% up in 2012 from the previous year (43 → 50 cases) and 4% up in 2013 (50 → 52 cases), which
tells the investment is expected to maintain its amount and number of cases so that capital inflow into this industry will be most
active.
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43

Other

Source: “Trend of Foreign Direct Investment in Content Industry in 2013.” The Korea Creative Content Agency (KOCCA)

It is seen that the gaming and movie industries which have proven global competitiveness are enjoying steady foreign investment
which is expected to expand. Investment from American and European countries where the Korean Wave spread in the past is
gradually shrinking, whereas Asian countries where the Korean Wave is booming currently (China, Japan, Singapore, and Hong
Kong) are emerging as new investors.

Status of the Korean Content Market by Sector

Major Enterprises
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The gaming industry is sub-categorized into online, video, mobile, and arcade games. In 2012, the Korean gaming market grew
by 10.8% from the previous year, and maintained a stable growth trend, taking a core role in the growth of the Korean content
industry.
In the gaming industry, the share of the online gaming market had been problematically high, but it decreased to lower than
70%, while the mobile gaming industry showed a rapid growth and reached a share of 8.2%.
While the trend of the global media market is concentrating on mobile media such as smart phones and tablet PCs, the rapid
growth of the Korean mobile gaming market presents a bright prospect for the entire Korean gaming industry.
In 2012, the export value of the gaming industry was over USD 2.6 billion, having increased by 11% from the previous year, while
its import value was less than USD 0.2 billion, having decreased by 12.6%. It is meaningful that the Korean gaming industry is
obviously transforming to an export-orientated industry from an import-oriented industry of the period before the year 2000
when Korea was a consumer of foreign games.
As the mobile gaming industry is expected to grow continuously and to create a synergy effect with the online gaming industry,
so it is forecasted that the volume of the Korean gaming market will go over KRW 10 trillion in 2013, and that its growing trend
will maintain for the coming 3 years.

Overview of the
Digital Content Industry

Gaming Industry
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Online Gaming
The volume of the online gaming market is KRW 6 trillion and 736.9 billion, accounting for 69.6% of the entire Korean gaming
market. In the domestic market, the online gaming market has a huge number of users based on the stable infrastructure.
Though it gave up the world-largest market because of the explosive growth of the Chinese market, it still exhibits a firm
competitiveness in the global market, ranking the 2nd.

PC Gaming
The next largest to the online gaming market is the PC game room market. It recorded sales volume of KRW 1 trillion and 793.2
billion in 2012, with 18.4% of market share in the entire gaming market. Along with a paradigmatic change of the gaming market,
the volume of the PC game room market had shown a decreasing trend, but it showed a growth of 4.5% in 2012 from the previous
year. The reason of such growth is analyzed to be the impact of increase in the number of users caused by the launching of
large-scale games including Diablo III, and League of Legends that have been enjoying constant popularity.
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Mobile Gaming
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The volume of the mobile gaming market in 2012 recorded KRW 800.9
billion, having grown rapidly by 89.1% from the previous year, and its market
share was 8.2%, having increased by 3.4%p from the previous year. It is
forecasted that the growth of the mobile gaming market will be maintained in
the diffusion/expansion and improved performance of smart media and the
growth of mobile advertisement.

Video Gaming

Acade Gaming
The volume of the arcade gaming market in 2012 was KRW 79.1 billion, having increased from KRW 66.5 billion in 2011, and its
market share was 0.8%, having increased from 0.7% in 2011. Its market volume showed a slight growth, but it will be difficult for the
market to keep abreast of the growth speed of the entire gaming market. Furthermore, its market volume is forecasted to show a
decreasing trend due to successive closures of arcade game road shops.

SEOUL METROPOLITAN GOVERNMENT
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The volume of the video gaming market in 2012 was KRW 161.9 billion, having decreased by 40.1% from the previous year,
and its market share was 1.6%. The sector of stationary gaming devices has suffered a slump in the launching of followup versions and a poor sales performance due to its defeat in a competition with smart media, for which various usage
types have been created and various software packages are developed actively. Accordingly, the depression of the video
gaming market has been aggravated, and such status is expected to be maintained for the time being.
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The volume of the Korean gaming market in 2013
is forecasted to record KRW 10 trillion and 718.3
billion, growing by 9.9% from that of 2012. By
sector, the online gaming market is expected to
grow by 8.1%, the mobile gaming market by 51.4%,
the arcade gaming market by 1.2%, and the PC
game room market by 3.8%. On the contrary, the
volume of the video gaming market is expected to
decrease by 5.6%, and the PC gaming market by
70.9%.

Share of Korean Gaming Market in 2012 by Sector
Arcade game rooms
0.7%

PC game rooms
18.4%
Arcade gaming
0.8%

Online gaming
69.6%

PC gaming
0.8%
Mobile gaming
8.2%
Video gaming
1.6%

Source: “2013 Statistics Survey on the Content Industry.” The Ministry of Culture, Sports, and Tourism. 2013

Volumes and Expectations of the Korean Gaming Market (2011–2015)
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Source: “2013 Statistics Survey on the Content Industry.” The Ministry of Culture, Sports, and Tourism. 2013
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The volume of the global gaming market in 2012 was USD 111.75 billion, having decreased by 0.4% from the previous year. In
comparison with its increase by 10.6% in 2011, it showed a rather stagnated growth in 2012 due to a sluggish growth of the video
gaming market and the arcade gaming market, which are of the largest market volume. However, the paradigm of the market
platform is expected to change because the online gaming market is growing continuously and the mobile gaming market is
growing rapidly. However, the overall volume of the global gaming market is forecasted not to show a sharp decrease.

Share of the Global Gaming Market by Platform

Online gaming
18.9%

Mobile gaming
15.6%

Arcade gaming
17.3%
PC game rooms
5.5%

PC game rooms Online gaming
6.3% 23.8%

Video gaming
37.8%

Video gaming
39.7%
2012년

2015년(예상)
Source: “2013 Statistics Survey on the Content Industry.” The Ministry of Culture, Sports, and Tourism. 2013

The entire volume of the Korean gaming market of 2012 was USD 7 billion and 63 million. It accounted for 6.3% of the global market
share with an increase by 0.4%p from the previous year and is steadily increasing its share. Taking into account the recent stable
trend of the online gaming market and the rapidly growing trend of the mobile gaming market, it is expected that the global share of
the Korean gaming industry will grow constantly.
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Arcade gaming
22.6%
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Mobile gaming
12.5%

Global Market Share of the Korean Gaming Market in 2012 (based on sales revenue)

28.6%

Global gaming market
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5.1%
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Market share

(Unit : million USD)
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111,750
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6,020
Online gaming
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143
Video gaming

711
Mobile gaming
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60

PC gaming

129
Arcade gaming
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Total

Source: “2013 White Paper on the Korean Gaming Market.” The Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism and the Korea Creative Content Agency. 2013
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Broadcasting Industry
The global broadcasting industry has the volume of USD 372.8 billion, which is larger than that of the semiconductor market (USD
299.3 billion), and that of the home appliance market (USD 264.3 billion), and its future growth prospect is bright (PWC, Garner,
2011). In addition, it plays the role of a core platform for the creation and distribution of creative content such as advertisement,
movie, music, and games. It also drives growth of related industries. The performance of Korea is visible with its top global market
share in the display industry, increased exports of broadcasting content, and improved competitiveness of broadcasting equipment.
The sales revenue of the Korean broadcasting industry in 2012 was KRW 13 trillion, having grown at an annual average rate of 10%
for the recent 5 years. The total volume of the Korean broadcasting market including its related industries was KRW 54 trillion.

>>Satellite
broadcasting

15tril

>>Digital Cable

>>IPTV
13.2tril
11.9tril
10.4tril

10tril
5.7tril
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5tril
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Terrestrial broadcasting
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2003

6.2tril

2004

6.8tril

2005

Program provider

7.5tril
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8.2tril

2007

8.6tril

9.1tril

2008

2009

Comprehensive
cable TV broadcasting
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2011

Satellite
broadcasting

IPTV

2012

Source: “Public Debate for Establishing the Comprehensive Plan for the Development of the Broadcasting Industry.” The Ministry of Science, ICT and Future
Planning, the Korea Communications Commission, and the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism. 2013
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The penetration rate of digital broadcast receivers has been constantly growing since 2008, when it recorded 38.7%. In the
latter half of 2011, it soared to 96.7%. Nationwide, digital TVs have penetrated 61.7%, paid broadcast set-top boxes 44% (satellite
broadcasting 6.7%, IPTVs 9%, and digital cable TVs 28.3%), digital broadcast receiving set-top boxes 0.1%, digital converters 0.4%,
and PVRs (video recorders with embedded digital broadcast receiving tuner) 0.5%.

Global Market Share of the
Display Industry

Export Value of Broadcasting
Content

USD 220M

39%

4%
2004

2006

24%
19%

USD 130M
2012

Share of Broadcasting
Equipment Made in Korea

2011

2008

2011

Source: “Public Debate for Establishing the Comprehensive Plan for the Development of the Broadcasting Industry.” The Ministry of Science, ICT and Future Planning, the
Korea Communications Commission, and the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism. 2013
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In the meanwhile, the competitiveness of broadcasting content production is also growing, which leads to a rapid growth of program
sales profits of ground-wave broadcasting and paid broadcasting providers. Moreover, the continuous increase in the number of
broadcasting content distribution channels by the influence of new media will lead the value of broadcasting content to rise further.
Program Sales Profits of
Ground-wave Broadcasting

Program Sales Profits of Paid
Broadcasting

USD 185.2B

USD 489.6B
CAGR 42%

CAGR 30%

USD 638B
2012

2008

2012

Source: “Public Debate for Establishing the Comprehensive Plan for the Development of the Broadcasting
Industry.” The Ministry of Science, ICT and Future Planning, the Korea Communications Commission, and the
Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism. 2013

In addition, the VOD market of paid broadcasting is growing as a major revenue source of both the Korean and the global movie
industries. The sales revenue of VOD services of paid broadcasting in 2012 was KRW 262.8 billion, having grown by 40.5% from
the previous year. The volume of movie VOD rapidly grew from KRW 26.2 billion in 2009 to KRW 131 billion in 2012 at an annual
average growth rate of 71%. It is forecasted that the broadcasting platform will grow to be a comprehensive platform for content
distribution in which various content such as movies, animations, games, and digital content are distributed in the future.

Major Enterprises
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2008
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USD 120.3B
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Knowledge and Information Industry
The category of the knowledge and information industry was first added in the 2010 statistics of the content industry. It is subcategorized into the e-learning, the other database and online information provision, the portal and other Internet information
media service, and the virtual space and virtual reality industries. As their high growth/profit structure has been emerged, the
incorporation and enlargement of related businesses have appeared rapidly, In addition, as online-based information provision
service has established itself as an essential element, an active expansion of its territory has been occurring through merging
online and offline services and advancing into overseas markets. Recently, an increase in the diffusion of smart media such
as Amazon Kindle and Apple i-Pad, and diversified content related with knowledge and information are raising market growth
expectations of related industries.
The volume of the knowledge and information industry in 2002 was KRW 9 trillion and 529.4 billion, showing an increase by 5.3%
from the previous year. Between 2010 and 2012, it showed an annual average growth rate of 14.7%.
In terms of sales revenue by sector, the portal and other Internet media service industry takes the largest share of 46.7% with
KRW 4 trillion and 447.6 billion, followed by the e-learning industry (KRW 2 trillion and 527.1 billion, 26.5%).
In terms of sales revenue by business type, the sales revenue of distribution and delivery businesses account for 74.8% of the
total, followed by that of creation and production businesses (23.3%).
Furthermore, the Korean knowledge and information industry is growing as an export-led industry, its export volume maintaining
a growing trend of an annual average growth of 9.9% and its import volume remaining an annual average growth of 4%. It is
also a high value-added industry of which the added value shows an annual average growth of 12.6%, as well as constant
increase in labor cost and current profits.
Therefore, it is counted as a major industry that will show a constant growing trend among the Korean content industries in the
future in terms of sales revenue, export volume, and added value.

Status of the Korean Knowledge and Information Industry
Number of enterprises

Number of employees

6,071,439

2,179

2008
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7,242,686
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Fostering Policies and Forecasts of the Content Industry
The Korean Government has established the “Content Industry Promotion Plan” for cultivating the content industry as one of
the core industries that drive the creative economy and the era of a GDP of USD 30,000. It also plans to improve production
environments of content enterprises by expanding content production cooperation centers in which production equipment can
be jointly utilized, and by installing content support centers in regions whose bases of the content industry are vulnerable.
Furthermore, it plans to continue policy supports by creating and amending laws/regulations for creating/analyzing information
related with the content industry and for improving its business environments in response to market changes.

Major Implementation Strategies of the Content industry Promotion Plan

To promote startups and
to cultivate creative manpower

To foster global content and
to reinforce regional bases

To activate finance and investment for supporting the production of creative content
To create new markets through converging science, ICT, and culture
To improve the legal system to suit the era of the creative economy
To establish spaces for creation and startups, and to establish the Content Korea Lab
To increase jobs and business in the content industry, and to support employment stability
To cultivate creative content manpower
To increase support for the overseas advancement of content
To cultivate competitive content industries
To foster regional content industries

To establish a sound ecology of content

To establish business environments for reinforcing the basis of copyrights
To establish environments for fair trade of content and for shared growth
To establish environments for enjoying content pleasantly and safely

To create content promotion governance

To establish a governance mechanism for the content industry, to prepare a support
mechanism in joint C-P-N-D cooperation, and to rearrange laws/regulations related with
the content industry

Overview of the
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To build a creative basis
that supports creativity and imagination

Details
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Major implementation strategies
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SWOT Analysis

STRENGTH

WEAKNESS
•Cut throat competition, loss from
overlap development

•Outstanding wired / wireless information technology
infrastructure
▶ High Internet/mobile phone penetration

•Lack of awareness in fee payment

•Diverse digital content
▶ Broadcasting and music content

•Dependence on large companies
•High distribution cost

•Government support for digital content
•Tax benefit for high technology investment
•New market expansion from
inter-industry integration

S W
O T

•Developing diverse communication technology and
media
•Improving encryption and certification technology
•Industry driven improvement and settlement policy
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•Low market entry barrier
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OPPORTUNITIES

•Small companies in the distribution structure
•Investment risk in developing new media

THREATS

Success Story : Actozsoft
Financial Status
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Sales
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Actozsoft Co. Ltd. was set up in Korea in 1996 as a subsidiary of SANDA, China, a company engaged
in online game development and related services. Its operating Income has been increasing steadily
over the years.

Potential of the Korean Market That Kim Gang CEO of Actozsoft Views
The game industry worldwide is showing faster growth and business diversification than many other industries.
However, as in other industries, the game industry is also pursuing expansion at a certain stage of its growth. When
such a phenomenon is maximized, each business tends to value specialization as never before. Our company is a
first-generation online game developer. We are now witnessing our arrival at the stage mentioned above and can
see that Korea is a great place to do business in this regard. Above all, we are experiencing significant changes in
the game platform field because of the rapid spread of smartphones since 2010. Such an accelerated expansion of
new infrastructure will ultimately lead to the development of wide range of games and contribute to an increase in
demand both at home and abroad. I anticipate a dramatic boost to Korea’s game industry once Latin America, Africa
and Russia equip themselves with better Internet network environment than at present.
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Support for the Digital Content Industry

Support for the Digital Content Industry
Culture Industry Fund
The Seoul Metropolitan Government is committed to fostering the digital content industry, Seoul’s new growth
engine, by creating a fund for exclusive investment in digital content. The culture fund includes total investment
of USD 91.6 million, the details of which are as follows:
Initial Capital

USD 27.3 million

No. 1
Investment Areas
Initial Capital

Games (40%), animation (40%), characters and others (20%)
USD 29.5 million

No. 2
Investment Areas
Initial Capital

Animations, characters, movies, etc.
USD 34.8 million

No. 3
Investment Areas

Startups in design content, ICT/design and other new growth-engine businesses

Support for the Production of Excellent Game Content
The Seoul Metropolitan Government encourages the production of diverse types of games, while striving to eliminate
their most negative effects, such as game addiction and violence, among children by supporting the production of functional and mobile games, which are in relatively stagnant sectors. The government has supported each game sector as of 2012: USD 180 thousand for 3 functional games and USD 567 thousand for mobile games.
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Support for the Development and Production of Cartoons
The Seoul Metropolitan Government intends to explore and support the production of excellent cartoon projects targeting the global market by identifying outstanding creative workers and enhancing their creativity by strengthening
support for basic creative areas. The government has supported newly emerging authors in creative cartoon categories as of 2012: USD 18 thousand for 2 cartoons for overseas markets, USD 89 thousand for 5 cartoons for domestic markets, and USD 314 thousand for “multi-platform cartoons made by planning.”

Support for the Development and Production of Animations
Aiming at making a success case by discovering a qualified animation project and supporting its production, the
Seoul Government supports production of 3 full-length animations (USD 380 thousands per case), 5 animation preproductions (USD 56 thousands per case), and 5 short animations (USD 23 thousands per case).
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Facilities Support
Development of the Film Producer's Zone
Most producers, except for those who belong to a sizable production company, do not have an independent work
space and are often obliged to conduct their film production activities in generally inferior conditions. As such, the
Seoul Metropolitan Government supports competitive and creative film production personnel (directors and producers) by providing them with a stable film creation or production space.

The center has been relocated to a wider space to provide substantial help for film major students and field workers
by upgrading the functions of a film culture space.
•Location : Inside Chungmuro Station
•Support : Photoshop and premier lecture and education for film production, equipment support for the production
of independent films
Building media network: government agencies, NGOs, schools, etc.

Foundation and Operation of the Seoul Game Contents Center
The Seoul Metropolitan Government provides a base for the growth of small and medium game developers by
supporting them in all aspects through operating the Seoul Game Contents Center.
•Location : 7th Floor, DMC High-Tech Business Center, Sangam-dong, Mapo-gu, Seoul
•Support : Provision of space for game development (support of rental deposit and monthly rent, etc.) and operation of
support programs (game server, game engine, development software, incentives, overseas marketing, etc.)
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Operation of the Chungmu-ro Film Center
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•Location : DMC High-Tech Industry Center (2nd and 8th floors: Planning and development space and 5th floor:
production space), Sangam-dong, Mapo-gu
•Support : Provision of creative space, provide public facility (seminar room, business support room, meeting room, etc)
and support for creative development (education course, planning development costs, mentoring, etc.)
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Foundation and Operation of the Seoul Animation Center
The Seoul Metropolitan Government operates the Seoul Animation Center as a comprehensive support facility for
the animation industry and plans to expand its support to the overall digital content industry:

Book and
Film Library

Seoul Ani-Cinema

•Plan exhibitions of diverse formats, including an exhibition of cartoons by female producers
•Purchase original cultural content and hold a regular exhibition throughout the year

Environmental Improvement
of the Animation Center

•Conduct a safety diagnosis of the current Animation Center and develop a character topiary theme park
•Organize the SCC experience hall, etc. (Seoul Cultural Center, inside DMC)

Online Support

•Build a database and operate an expert information service for outstanding creative workers
•Reform Web pages for easier access by those with disabilities

Technology Support Room

•Maintenance of HD equipment and purchase of acoustic equipment and music source files

Education for Expansion of
Cultural Content Service
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•Host 7 film festivals
•Hold animation festivals with universities and businesses, including 2009 Indi-Ani-Fest
•Promote the distribution of animation works by showing local and foreign animations

Staging of Exhibitions /
Operation of Exhibition Hall

Professional Education
on Cultural Content
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•Collect data concerning cultural content and provide customers with personalized information service
•Hold cultural events: Meetings with well-known and new writers, “caricature” events

•Cultural content specialist courses, refresher courses, seminars and workshops
•Education participants: Total of 711 people for 8 specialist courses, and 3 seminars
•Cultural content experience classes, kids toon Ani-tin School – capitalization questionable
•Visit experiential education services: Service for people alienated from culture, participation in events at schools and other venues

Establishment of a Digital Content Industrial Infrastructure
Seoul has more than half of the total digital content businesses focused around Yeongdeungpo-gu and Gangnamgu. The Digital Media City located in Mapo-gu is growing up to a hub of the Northeast Asian digital content
industry.

Magok Industrial Complex

Daehak-ro

Seo-insa Madang

Magok Industrial Complex
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DMC
Mecca of Content
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Base of content &
industry
application indus

Magok Industrial Complex was designated as an advanced convergence technology (ICT, BT, GT, and NT) R&D cluster and an
incubator for new technology-based industries. The priority is given to R&D of cutting-edge technologies. As of now, LG, Daewoo
Ship Building and Marine Engineering (DSME), Kolon, Access Bio, etc.

DMC Business
The DMC, or Digital Media City, was established in the redevelopment of Nanjido, which had been used as a landfill, and
its surroundings. DMC is expected to play a central role in gathering high-level technologies, human resources and cultural
entertainment industries under the Korean Wave.
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